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Abstract– Recent years have witnessed many proposals for anonymous routing in overlay peer-to-peer networks. The proposed protocols
either expose the receiver and the message content, or require the overlay
nodes to have public-private key pairs with the public keys known to everyone. In practice, however, key distribution and management are wellknown difficult problems and have crippled any widespread deployment
of anonymous routing. This paper uses a combination of information
slicing and source routing to provide anonymous communication in a
way similar to Onion Routing but without a public key infrastructure
(PKI).
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Figure 1—Node S sends a confidential message to X by splitting the information content into multiple pieces, each follows a disjoint path to X. Only
X receives enough information bits to decode the original message.

keys can get stolen off the hard disk of compromised machines.
This necessitates the existence of key management and update
protocols, complicating the problem further. Finally, PKI makes
anonymous multicast difficult as all recipients of a multicast message have to share the same public private key pair.
This paper shows how to perform Onion Routing without
public key cryptography. Onion Routing [12] is at the heart of
most prior work on peer-to-peer anonymizing networks [9, 11,
17, 22]. It uses a form of source routing, in which the IP address
of each node along the path is encrypted with the public key of
its previous hop. This creates layers of encryption–layers of an
onion. To send a message, each node decrypts one layer, discovers its next hop, and forwards the message. Thus each relay node
knows only its previous and next hops; it cannot tell the sender,
the receiver, the path, or the content of the message. Our scheme
provides similar anonymity but without PKI.
Our approach is based on the simple but powerful idea of Information Slicing. To provide anonymous communication, each
node along the path, the destination included, needs a particular
piece of information, which should be hidden from other nodes in
the network. For example, the destination needs to learn the content of the message without revealing that content to other nodes,
while each intermediate relay needs to learn its next hop without
other nodes in the network knowing that information. We divide
the information needed by a particular node into many small random pieces. These information pieces are then delivered along
disjoint paths that meet only at the intended node. Thus, only the
intended node has enough bits to decode the information content.
We call this approach information slicing because it splits the information traditionally contained in an onion peel (i.e., the ID of
the next hop) into multiple pieces/slices.
Anonymity via slicing is not as straightforward as it sounds.
To send a particular node the identity of its next hop along different anonymous paths, one needs to anonymously tell each node
along these paths about its own next hop. Without careful design,
this may need an exponential number of paths. Our keyless onion
routing algorithm provides efficient information slicing using a
small constant number of paths.
Apart from being keyless, our approach has the following additional advantages. It provides high degree of anonymity close
to Chaum [7] mixes. It is also computationally efficient and can

I NTRODUCTION

Anonymous routing plays a central role in private communication. Its applications range form file sharing to military communication, and include anonymous email, private web browsing and online voting. Traditionally, anonymous routing has required the help of a trusted third party, which either acts as a
centralized proxy [1, 3], or provides the sender with the public
keys of a list of willing relays [2, 9]. However, the recent success of peer-to-peer systems has evoked interest in using them
as anonymizing networks. Indeed, the large number of nodes (a
few millions [16]) and the heterogeneity of their location, communication patterns, political background and local jurisdiction
make these networks ideal environments for hiding anonymous
traffic. Many systems have been designed to exploit peer-to-peer
overlays in anonymous communication, including Tarzan [11],
AP3 [17], MorphMix [19] and Cashmere [22]. However, these
systems either expose the receiver and message content (Crowds
[18]), or require a trusted public key infrastructure (PKI) to distribute the public keys of each node in the peer-to-peer network.
But why is PKI problematic for peer-to-peer anonymizing
networks? The first issue is key distribution [4]. Prior work assumes the sender knows a priori the public keys of all relay nodes,
but does not elaborate on how they are obtained [11, 17, 22].
Limiting an anonymous routing overlay to nodes that know each
others’ public keys via an out-of-band channel results in very
small overlays that cannot hide the identity of the communicators. One may assume that a trusted third party generates all
keys and distributes them to the nodes, a constraint hard to satisfy in a large peer-to-peer network, where the trust model may
differ from one node to another. Also, it opens up the system
to attacks on the key distribution procedure and compulsion attacks1 that force the key originator to disclose the keys under
the threat of force or if required by a court order [13, 14]. Indeed,
some countries have provisions that allow them to legally request
the decryption of material or the handing over of cryptographic
keys [5, 10]. Additionally with time, an increasing fraction of the
1 On the day of the paper submission deadline, August 1, a New York Times article detailed compulsion attacks on various anonymous filesharing services [14]!
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address network churn and node failures.
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G OALS & M ODEL

The objective of this work is to enable large and fully distributed peer-to-peer anonymizing networks. We focus on pragmatic anonymity for non-military applications, such as file sharing, private email and the communication of medical records.
These applications strive for privacy but can deal with low probability of information leakage.
We assume an adversary who can observe some fraction of
network traffic, operate relay nodes of his own, and can compromise some fraction of the relays. We do not protect against a
global attacker who can snoop on all links. Though such an adversary is usually assumed when analyzing theoretical anonymity
designs, all practical low-latency anonymizing systems, ours included, do not protect against such an adversary [9, 11, 17, 19,
22]. Also, similar to prior work [9, 11, 17, 22], we generate
enough cover traffic to prevent simple traffic analysis attacks.
We also assume the sender can send from multiple IP addresses, and a secure channel like ssh is available between them.
Many people have Internet access both at home and at work/school,
and thus, can send from different IP addresses. Alternatively, the
sender may have both DSL and cable connectivity. Or, he may
belong to a multi-homed organization. For example, each of the
authors has Internet access at home, as well as at school and
on Planetlab machines. We believe that a large number of Internet users can send from multiple accounts with different IP addresses. An attacker may try to correlate IP addresses belonging
to the same sender. However, in all of the examples above the IP
addresses used belong to different domains. Additionally, most
broadband providers and companies utilize NAT, preventing the
association of an IP address with a particular user.
Last, we assume either the sender knows the receiver’s key,
or the attacker cannot snoop on all links leading to the receiver.
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We start with an example, while leaving the details of our
routing protocol to §4. In onion routing, a node learns its next hop
from its parent. Though the parent delivers this information to its
child, it cannot access it because the information is encrypted
with the child’s public key. In the absence of keys, the path cannot be included in the message as that allows any intermediate
node to learn the whole path from itself to the receiver. We need
an alternative method to tell a node about its next hop without
revealing it to other nodes, particularly the parent node.
How to preserve anonymity without a PKI? Fig. 2 shows an
example keyless anonymous routing graph. Assume the sender
has access to two IP addresses S and S . To send an anonymous
message to node R, the sender, in Fig. 2, has picked a few relay
nodes at random. It has arranged them, with the receiver, into 3
stages (path length L = 3), each containing 2 nodes (split factor
d = 2). The 0’th stage is the source stage itself. Each node in this
graph is connected to every node in its successive stage. Also,
note that the receiver node (the solid node labeled R) is randomly
assigned to one of the stages in the graph.
The sender in Fig. 2 wants to send each relay the IP address of

Figure 2—An example of anonymous routing with information slicing.
Nodes S and S are controlled by the sender. A message like {Zl , Rl } refers to
the low-order words of the IDs of nodes Z and R, rand refers to random bits.

its next hop by splitting this information over 2 paths. The sender
could have split each IP address to its most significant and least
significant words. This however is undesirable as most significant
word may indicate the owner of the IP prefix. Instead the sender
transforms the IP addresses of the relay nodes by multiplying
each address by an invertible matrix A of size d ×d. For example,
assume Vl and Vh are the the low and high words of the IP address
of node V; the sender splits the IP address as follows:




Vl
VL
=A
(1)
VH
Vh
and sends VL and VH to V’s parents along two different paths.
Fig. 2 shows how messages are forwarded such that each
node knows no more than its direct parents and children. Consider an intermediate node in the graph, say V. It receives the
message {ZH , RH }{XH , YH }{randH } from its first parent S. It receives {ZL , RL } from its second parent S . After receiving both
messages, V can discover its children’s IP addresses as follows:




ZL RL
Zl Rl
= A−1
(2)
Zh Rh
ZH RH
But V cannot tell the children of its children (i.e., the children of
nodes Z and R) because it misses half the bits in these addresses,
nor does it know the rest of the graph. The same argument applies
to other nodes in the graph.
You might be wondering how the graph in Fig. 2 will be used
to send the actual message to node R. Indeed, as it is, R does not
even know it is the intended receiver. But this is easy to fix. In addition to sending each node its next hop IPs, we send it: (1) a key
and (2) a flag indicating whether it is the receiver. Similar to the
next hop, the key and the flag are also split along disjoint paths,
and thus inaccessible to other nodes. All keys are useless/invalid
except for the receiver’s key (the key at node R). Now every node
along the path knows its next hops. Further, the receiver shares a
secret key with the sender. The sender encrypts its message with
the receiver’s key, splits the message as before and sends it on the
forwarding graph. All relay nodes can see the encrypted message
but only the receiver will be able to decrypt it.
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A N I NFORMATION S LICING P ROTOCOL

We use the intuition from the previous section to construct an
anonymous routing protocol based on information slicing.
(a) Per-Node Information: Let x be one of the nodes in the forwarding graph. Ix is the information the sender needs to anonymously deliver to node x. Ix consists of the following fields:
• Nexthop IPs. The IP addresses of the d children of node x.
2

IP Header

Flow ID Slice 1

Slice i

Algorithm 1 Information Slicing Algorithm

Slice L

Pick Ld nodes randomly including the destination
Randomly organize the Ld nodes into L stages of d nodes each
for Stage l = L to l = 0 do
for Node x in stage l do
∗ , k ∈ (1, . . . , d).
Assign to node x its own slices Ixk
for Stages m = l − 1 to m = 1 do
∗ , k ∈ (1, . . . , d) uniformly among the d nodes in
Distribute slices Ixk
stage m, assigning one slice per node
end for
end for
Connect every node in stage l − 1 to every node in stage l by a directed edge
going towards l
for every edge e do
Assign the slices which are present at both the nodes at the endpoints of
the edge e to the packet to be transmitted on e.
end for
end for

(Cleartext)

Ai

Encoded block I∗xi = Ai.I x

Transformation Vector
(Cleartext)

Figure 3—Packet Format. Each packet contains L information slices.
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Figure 4—An example showing how to split information slices along disjoint
paths. R is the receiver, S and S’ are the senders.

• Nexthop flow-ids. These are d 64-bit ids whose values are
picked randomly by the sender and are to be put in the clear
in the packets going to the corresponding d next-hops. The
sender ensures that different nodes sending to the same next
hop put the same flow-id in the clear. This allows the nexthop to determine which packets belong to the same flow. The
flow-id changes from one relay to another to prevent the attacker from detecting the path by matching flow-ids.
• Receiver Flag. This flag indicates whether the node is the intended receiver.
• Secret Key. The sender sends each node along the path a secret key which can be used to encrypt any further messages
intended to this node. If the receiver flag is set, the source will
encrypt the data intended for the receiver using this key.

2 nodes in the last stage, X and Y. The sender assigns both the
∗
∗
slices, IX1
, IX2
to X. Then it goes through the preceding stages,
∗
∗
, IX2
) among the 2 nodes at each
one by one, and distributes (IX1
stage; each node receives one of the slices. The path taken by
∗
slice IX1
to reach X can be constructed by tracing it through the
∗
traverses (S , W, Z, X), which is disjoint from the
graph. Slice IX1
∗
path taken by IX2 , i.e., (S, V, R, X). The source repeats the process
for the slices of Y and every other node in every stage.
Slices are delivered in packets transmitted between nodes in
successive stages. The slices a node sends to its downstream
neighbor are the intersection of the sets of slices assigned to both
∗
∗
, IX2
)
nodes by Algorithm 1. E.g., for edge (V, R), the slices (IR2
are present at both nodes V and R. These slices are contained in
the packet transmitted from node V to node R. The source determines the packet contents for every edge in the graph. The
algorithm thus ensures that slices belonging to a node take vertex
disjoint paths to the node.
(e) Decoding the Information slices: A node can decode its information from the d slices it receives from its parents. The first
slice in every packet x receives is for itself. It consists of one of
d-slices of x’s information, Ixi∗ , and the row of the transform matrix that helped create it, Ai . Node x constructs the d × 1 vector
Ix∗ from the d slices it receives, and assembles a d × d matrix
T
A = [A1 . . . Ad ] from the d transform rows in the slices. It then
computes Ix by inverting the matrix A i.e. Ix = A−1Ix∗ . The node
can recover its information from Ix by concatenating the elements
of the vector.
(e) Data Transmission: After the forwarding graph has been
setup, the source first encrypts the data it wants to send to the
receiver with the secret key it has assigned to it. Then it splits
the message into d fragments, which it sends down the forwarding graph, as before. Since no other node knows the key used to
encrypt the message, only the receiver can decrypt the data.3

(b) Creating Information slices: The node information Ix is
chopped into d blocks of |Idx | bits each and a d length vector Ix
is constructed. Further, Ix is transformed into coded information
slices using a full rank d × d random matrix A as follows2
⎛ T ⎞
A1
. ⎟
Ix∗ = ⎜
(3)
⎝ .. ⎠ Ix = AIx
ATd

We call the elements in Ix∗ information slices. We also add to
information slice Ixi∗ the row of the matrix A which created it i.e.
Ai . The sender delivers the d slices to node x along disjoint paths.
(c) Packet Format Fig. 3 shows the format of a packet used in
our system. In addition to the IP header, a packet has a flow id,
which allows the node to identify packets from the same flow and
decode them together. The packet also contains L slices. The first
slice is always for this node (i.e., the receiver of the slice). The
other slices are for nodes downstream on the forwarding graph.
(d) Constructing the Forwarding Graph: The sender constructs
a forwarding graph which routes the information slices to the re- 5 ROBUSTNESS TO C HURN AND T RAFFIC A NALYSIS
spective nodes along vertex disjoint paths, as explained in Algorithm 1. We demonstrate the algorithm by constructing such (a) Resilience to Bitwise Linkability: Bitwise unlinkability ena graph in Fig. 4, where L = 3 and d = 2. We start with the sures that input and output messages ’look’ different. Thus, an
attacker cannot identify a connection by matching the bits of the
2


Elements of Ix and A belong to a finite field Fpq where p is a prime number and
q is a positive integer. All operations are therefore defined in this field and differ
from conventional arithmetic.

3 Alternatively, once the forwarding graph has been set up and every node has its
key, the source could use plain onion routing to transmit its messages.
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Var
d
L
N
f
s
S

Definition
Split factor, i.e., the number of fragments a message is split to.
Path length, i.e., the number of relays stages along a path.
Number of nodes in the peer-to-peer network excluding the
source stage.
Fraction of subverted nodes in the anonymizing network.
the maximum number of successive stages in the forwarding
graph, whose nodes are known to the attacker.
The set of nodes in the s stages.

Definition A function f is packet independent (pi)-secure if for
all v and a uniformly distributed message blockx = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ]
Pr(xi = v) = Pr(xi = v|f (x)).
L EMMA 6.1. Our information slicing algorithm is pi-secure.
The proof4 is in [15]. In our case f (x) represents any set of atmost
(d − 1) coded information slices. A pi-secure information slicing
algorithm implies that to decrypt a message, an attacker needs to
obtain all d information slices; partial information is equivalent
to no information at all.

Table 1—Variables used in the paper.

incoming and outgoing packets at a node. We achieve this by
making each relay node x multiply each information slice it receives with a random number px of its choice. In [15] we prove4
that:
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A NONYMITY A NALYSIS

We would like to understand the degree of source and destination anonymity provided by our scheme and its dependence
on parameters like L, d, and fraction of subverted nodes in the
network, f . To simplify the analysis, we assume that L is constant and known to the attacker. We also assume the source picks
the relays randomly from the set of all nodes in the network, and
every node appears only once in the anonymity graph. These assumptions degrade anonymity, making the results lower bounds.
We evaluate the anonymity using a combination of analysis and
simulation. We use 1000 different random assignments of malicious nodes to estimate s = g(L, d, N, f ), the maximum number
of consecutive relay stages known to the attacker (the attacker
knows the IPs of the nodes in these stages). Given a value of s,
we have closed-form solutions for the anonymity of the source
and destination, as explained in §7.2 and §7.3.

L EMMA 5.1. Though each relay multiplies the information
slices it receives with a random number of its choice, a node
along the path can still recover its information without knowing
the random multipliers used by its upstream parents.
(b) Maintaining Constant Packet Size: Fig. 4 shows a clear
deficiency: The number of slices in a packet decreases along successive relays, allowing the attacker to analyze the position of
a relay on the graph by observing the packet size. To prevent
this attack, we fix the number of slices in a packet to L. Unused
slice slots are padded with random bits. Furthermore, except for
the first slice in the packet, which contains information intended
for the relay node itself, the source node is free to shuffle the arrangement of slices in the packets transmitted to the next hops. To
do so, the source anonymously tells each relay how to place the
slices in the outgoing packet and where to add random padding.
The source includes a bitmap, the splitting vector for every outgoing packet. The vector specifies which incoming information
slice should be placed in which slot of the outgoing packet. One
slot in each outgoing packet is kept free for random padding. The
splitting vectors are part of the per-node information and can only
be recovered by the relay node itself. The source picks a shuffling
which ensures that the first slice contains information for the recipient of the packet but is free in rearranging other slices.

7.1 Anonymity Metric
We define the anonymity of a system as the amount of information the attacker is missing to uniquely identify an actor’s link
to an action—e.g., uniquely identify the sender or the destination
of a message. The anonymity of a system is typically measured
by its entropy [20, 8],5 and is usually expressed in comparison
with the maximum anonymity possible by such a system, i.e.:
Anonymity =

(c) Resilience to Churn and Failures: Instead of slicing the pernode information into d independent pieces which are all necessary for decoding, we use d > d dependent slices. Replace Eq. 3
with:
(4)
Ix∗ = A Ix

H(x)
=
Hmax

x

−P(x)log(P(x))
,
log(N)

(5)

where N is the total number of nodes in the network and P(x)
is the probability of a node being the source/destination, and
Hmax = log(N) is the maximum entropy which occurs when the
attacker has no information. For example, the source is perfectly
anonymous when it is equally likely to be any node in the network, in which case P(x) = N1 and the Anonymity = H(x)
Hmax = 1.

where A is a d × d matrix with the property that any d rows of

A are linearly independent. The source picks d  disjoint paths to
send the message. The intended node can recover its information
from any d out of d slices that it successfully receives. Hence we

can tolerate d − d node failures at each stage.

7.2 Source Anonymity

Source anonymity depends on the probability of attackers
identifying the nodes in stage 0 (i.e. the sender stage) since they
6 S ECURITY A NALYSIS
know it is controlled by the source. We distinguish two cases:
Instead of standard key-based encryption, our scheme uses Case 1: All nodes in stage 1 are malicious. In this case, the atinformation slicing. To understand the security obtained with such tacker can decode the entire graph, discover she controls the first
encryption, we estimate the amount of information a malicious stage, and thus the previous stage has to be the source stage. The
node can glean from the messages it receives. We borrow the fol- probability of Case 1 occurring is very low, P(Case1) = f d , but
the anonymity of the source is 0.
lowing definition from [6, 21].
of a random variable x is H(x) = −
is the probability function.

4 Due

5 The entropy

to space constraints the proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1 can be found in our
technical report [15] at http://nms.lcs.mit.edu/∼sachin/slicing.html
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P

x

P(x)log(P(x), where P(x)

P(x = src) =

1
(L−s)

(1 −

1
1
L−s ) N(1−f )−|Γ|

x∈Γ
otherwise

Anonymity

Case 2: Some nodes in stage 1 are not malicious. Although the
attacker cannot decode the entire graph, she still knows about
many nodes in the graph. Since flow-ids change every hop, malicious nodes can collude only when they are in successive stages
in the graph; otherwise they would not know whether they belong
to the same forwarding graph. Assume s is the largest number of
successive stages known to the attacker. The attacker’s best guess
is to consider the nodes in the first stage in the chain s to be the
source stage. The first stage necessarily has no malicious nodes,
since if it did the previous stage would be known to the attackers
and s would not be the longest chain. Let Γ be the set of nodes
in the first stage in the chain s. The probability the first stage the
1 6
. Thus, if x ∈ Γ, then
attacker knows about is stage 0 is L−s
1
P(x = src) = L−s . The rest of the probability is divided equally
between non-malicious nodes ∈
/ Γ. The number of such nodes is
N(1 − f ) − |Γ|. Thus, the probability a node x is the source:

1

We complement the analysis in §7.2 and §7.3 with simulation.
The analysis is for a particular s, but s will change depending on
the assignment of malicious nodes and the parameters of the system. We use a large number of simulations to discover the distribution of s. In each simulation, we randomly pick Nf nodes to
be controlled by the attacker. Then we pick Ld nodes randomly
and arrange them into L stages of d nodes each. We randomly
pick the destination out of the nodes on the graph. We then identify the malicious nodes in the graph and analyze the part of the
graph known to attacker, as follows. First, we check if we are in
Case 1, which results in zero anonymity. If we are not in Case
1, we compute the probabilities of each node being the source
or the destination according to Eqs. 6 and 8.7 Given, this probability we compute the anonymity using Eq. 5. The procedure is
repeated 1000 times and the average anonymity is plotted. We
explore how anonymity changes with the various parameters.

(6)

Destination anonymity depends on the probability the attacker
assigns to each node being the destination. In contrast to the
source, the destination can be at any stage i > 0. Again, we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: All the nodes in some stage i upstream of the destination
are attackers. The attacker can decode the downstream graph and
discover the intended destination. Assume the destination is in
stage j + 1. Then the probability that an entire stage before stage
j + 1 consists of attacker nodes is given by 1j f d . Since the destination could be in any stage with equal probability 1/L, the
overall probability is given by
 
j d
L−1 d
1 
f =(
(7)
)f .
P(Case1) =
1
L
2

(a) Fraction of Malicious Nodes: Fig. 5 plots the anonymity
of the source and destination as functions of the fraction of attackers in the graph, for the case of N = 10000, L = 8, d = 3.
The anonymity is very high when less than 20% of the nodes in
the network are malicious. As the fraction of malicious nodes increases beyond 50%, the anonymity falls. Destination anonymity
drops faster with increased f because discovering the destination requires the attacker to control any stage upstream of the
destinations, while discovering the source requires the attacker
to control stage 1, in particular. The figure also compares the
anonymity in the information slicing scheme with that in Chaum
Mixes [7], showing that despite the lack of PKI, the anonymity in
our scheme is close to that in Chaum Mixes and similar to other
practical peer to peer anonymizing systems [22].

1≤j≤(L−1)

The probability of Case 1 occurring is low, but when it occurs,
the anonymity is 0.
Case 2: When the attacker cannot decode the part of the graph
containing the destination, she can still try to infer the destination from among the nodes it knows to be on the graph. Let
s be the largest number of consecutive stages whose nodes are
known to the attacker. Call the set of nodes in these s stages S.
There are sd nodes in S, among which sd(1 − f ) nodes are nonmalicious. Since the destination can be in any stage in the graph,
the probability it is in S is Ls . Each non-malicious node x ∈ S is
1
equally likely to be the destination, P(x = dst) = Ls sd(1−f
) =
1
Ld(1−f ) . The remaining probability is divided equally among the
(N − sd)(1 − f ) non-malicious nodes outside S. Thus:
x∈S
x∈
/S

0.01
0.1
Fraction of attackers

7.4 Simulations

7.3 Destination Anonymity

1
Ld(1−f )
1
(1 − Ls ) (N−sd)(1−f
)

Source Anonymity
Dest. Anonymity
Source Anonymity (Chaum)
Dest. Anonymity (Chaum)

Figure 5—Source and destination anonymity as functions of the fraction of
malicious nodes in the network (N = 10000, L = 8, d = 3).

The length of the chain s is estimated via simulation. Anonymity
can then be easily computed using Eq. 5.

P(x = dst) =

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.001

(b) Splitting Factor: Fig. 6 plots source and destination anonymity
as functions of the splitting factor. When f is low information
leakage is primarily due to the malicious nodes knowing their
neighbors on the graph, i.e., Case 2. In this case, increasing d increases the exposure of non-malicious nodes to attackers which
results in a slight loss of anonymity. When f is high, information
leakage is mainly due to attackers being able to compromise entire stages, i.e., Case 1. Hence, increasing d increases anonymity.
Note that anonymity of 0.5 implies that attackers are missing half
the information needed to decode the graph. Given that the size
of the message used to describe the graph is large, attackers will

(8)

7 Equations

6 and 8 assume the number of malicious nodes in S is equal to its

Given P(x = dst), destination anonymity is computed using Eq. 5. expectation. In this section, we compute Anonymity by using the actual num6 Note that the total number of stages including the source stage is L+1. The
attacker knows s stages, out of which the last s − 1 cannot be the source stage.

ber of malicious nodes in S, in each simulation, and then averaging over 1000
simulations.
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9

Anonymity

0.9

We have shown it is possible to design anonymizing peer-topeer overlays that do not need a public key infrastructure (PKI).
Our information slicing protocol can hide the source, the destination, the path, and the content of the message, even when the
sender does not have the public keys of the nodes in the overlay.
We believe this is an important step towards truly peer-to-peer
anonymous communications; it obviates the need for a universal
trusted PKI and avoids the difficulties of large scale key distribution in a global peer-to-peer network.
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Figure 6—Source and destination anonymity as functions of the splitting factor (N = 10000, L = 8). For small f , increasing d decreases anonymity because it exposes more nodes to the attacker. For large f , the probability that
attackers control an entire stage dominates (i.e., Case 1), hence increasing d
increases anonymity. Anonymity of 0.5 is still quite high since the attackers
are missing half the information necessary to decode the graph.
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Figure 7—The anonymity of the source and destination increases with the
path length (N = 10000, d = 3, f = 0.1).
Route Length
& Split factor
L=1, D=2
L=2, D=2
L=3, D=2
L=4, D=2
L=5, D=2

Setup Latency (ms)

Standard Deviation (ms)

11.59
39.05
61.14
89.86
109.12

1.88
4.20
9.33
7.56
11.09

Table 2—Setup latency in milliseconds and its variance for the construction
of multi-hop routes through pre-defined relays.

not have enough information when anonymity is 0.5.
(c) Path Length: Fig. 7 plots source and destination anonymity
as functions of the path length L. Both source and destination
anonymities increase with L. The attacker knows the source and
destination have to be on the graph; putting more nodes on the
graph allows the communicators to hide among a larger crowd.
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C ONCLUSION

P ERFORMANCE

We have implemented our scheme in Python, and performed
preliminary tests on a 100 Mbps switched network with the tested
relay daemons running on 2.8 GHz Pentium boxes with 1 GB of
RAM and a Linux 2.6.11 kernel. Table 2 shows route setup latency for different path lengths and split factor of 2. Setup latency
is measured end-to-end from when the sender initiates route establishment, connects to the stage-1 relay processes, which process the next hop computation, store the forwarding information,
and connect to their next hop relays, which repeat the procedure
until all routing messages reach the receiver. On average, we incur a setup cost of 19 ms per hop. This figure suggests that the latency of the underlying network will dominate even during route
setup. The table shows that the route setup latency incurred by
our scheme is comparable to other anonymous routing protocols
such as Tarzan [11], and is low enough to make it practical.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 5.1: Let the transformed information slices received at
∗
∗
, . . . , pd Ixd
) where pi represents the cumulative product of ranx be (p1 Ix1
dom numbers with which Ixi∗ was multiplied along the path. The corresponding transformation code vector Ai is also multiplied with the same
number pi . Hence node x receives the following slices
0
1
0
∗ 1
p1 A1
p1 Ix1
B .. C B .. C 
(9)
@ . A = @ . AI x
∗
pd Ixd
pd Ad
Multiplying both sides of the original equation with the same invertible
diagonal matrix
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B 0
B
B
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.
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B 0
. A B
@ 0
∗
Ixd
0

0
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.
0
...

0
0
..
.
0

...

1

0
C
... C
CB
C@
0 A
pd

1
A1
.. C I
. A x
Ad

(10)
reduces the original transformation to Eq. 9. Thus both the transformations are equivalent and have the same solution. Since the original transformation A is invertible and I x can be recovered from that, the new
transformed slices are equivalent which means that I x can be recovered
by x from the received slices.

A

P ROOF

OF

L EMMA 6.1

Proof: Let x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] be the original message. The m messages received at node i can be written as Ax = b where A is a m × n
matrix, b is a m length vector and m < n. Pick (m − n) components of
x and set them to arbitrary values v and set the rest of the components
of x to 0. Let this vector be x . Compute b = b − Ax . Eliminate the
columns in A corresponding to the components of x which were set to


arbitrary values. Let the resulting matrix be A . A is a m × m matrix
of full rank since the messages received at the node are all independent

of each other. Hence the matrix A is invertible and therefore a unique
 
solution to the equation A x = b exists. Hence for any arbitrary values
v of the (m − n) components picked out from x we can find a solution
satisfying the constraints at each node. Since the components and their
values were picked arbitrarily, knowledge of A doesnt add any information to the likely values of x. Therefore Pr(xi = v) = Pr(xi = v|f (x))
which proves that our information slicing algorithm is pi-secure.
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